


JKS2058 PALOMA JACKET  SKS2050 ALVA MINI SKIRT



TPS2093 LANGE BLOUSE  TRS2027 SIENNA TROUSER



JKS2059 LOPEZ BLAZER  SHS2030 FORTH SHORT



DRS2091 COREY DRESS



TPS2096 SMITH SHIRT  SKS2054 AMINA SKIRT



TPS2097 TIPPIN TOP  TRS2026 NALA NU TROUSER



TPS2001W RITA SHIRT  JSS2067S SUZANNE JUMPSUIT



TPS2086 JONES TOP  SKS2052 LAGO SKIRT



TPS2001P RITA SHIRT  DRS2096 JAY DRESS SET



JSS2069 JUAN ROMPER



TP2098 LABRIE TOP  SKS2051 BETTY SKIRT



JSS2065  DONNA JUMPSUIT



JSS2066  JORDAN JUMPSUIT



TPS2085 GRACE TOP  TRS2025 ANGELO TROUSER



JKS2056 VINH JACKET  DRS2096 JAY DRESS SET
SHS2031Y TARA SHORT



DRS2094 DIVINE DRESS



JSS2068 JASMINE ROMPER



DRS2095 MARIA DRESS  TRS2025 ANGELO TROUSER



TPS2084 HALL TOP  SKS2053 JOHNSON SKIRT



JKS2057 JANE JACKET  SHS2031R TARA SHORTS



DRS2093 IRIS DRESS



JSS2067R SUZANNE JUMPSUIT



SS20 

Hedonism meets opulence for Spring/Summer 20 with a NEW collection for 
the free-spirited woman who longs to challenge expectations and showcase 
her individuality.

Drawing inspiration from the East, decadent shades of red with luxurious 
gold piping and embroidery detail evoke memories of the 'Forbidden City' 
in Beijing, for a regal touch that seeks to empower the Emma Wallace 
Woman to forge her own path and rule her kingdom. Meanwhile, vivid hues 
of blue in tunic styles, tees and denim compliment with a nod to the vibrant 
East that women who long to wander will crave.

Moving West, the new collection looks to the heady 70s where alternative 
style icons ruled the glittering dance floors. Unashamedly themselves, a 
touch of vintage glamour in the form of flared jumpsuits, draped silhou-
ettes, striped prints and pastel shades add an element of the unconvention-
al, showcasing a unique beauty that is truly individual. A chance to break out 
of the box, to make a statement and be remembered for all the right 
reasons. 

Versatile details, including bows that can be tied in multiple ways, mean the 
Emma Wallace Woman can wear how she wants, offering a bespoke 
element for those who love to showcase a style all their own. 

The brand’s signature staple – the Kimono style jacket is reinterpreted in a 
khaki satin for a relaxed luxe take on a modern classic, whilst a hand embroi-
dered denim jacket and pastel blazer extend the outerwear offering for 
those seeking covetable cover ups. In addition, the brand’s commitment to 
asymmetric details and intricate yet wearable cut work that shows a subtle 
and sophisticated flash of skin continues.

With celebrity fans including supermodel, Coco Rocha and fashionista’s Bip 
Ling and Rosie Fortescue, Emma Wallace continues to deliver designs for 
the woman who lives a life filled with adventure by offering a collection that 
will take the #EmmaWallaceWoman wherever she wishes to wander. 
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